Create a group
of spotlights
Question asked by a user: I configured a series LED spotlights individually because I want to
be able to command them one by one but I shall also wish to command them all together. Is
it possible?
The question could be: can we constitute a group of spotlights without giving them the same
DMX addresses? The answer is yes, thanks to trick very simple to operate.
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The solution consists in creating a 4th virtual spotlight identical to the three
real ones. Thanks to the electronic patch, we allocate to every channel the
series of addresses DMX having the same function for each of the spotlight.

Group
DIM: 1, 5, 9
R: 2, 6, 10
G: 3, 7, 11
B: 4, 8, 12

Create first of all 3 real projectors from the library or directly.
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Create then a new spotlight having the same characteristics as the real projectors.
Fix, as DMX start adress, the first address of the first projector. So this virtual projector will
be an exact copy of the first one.
Watch out, during the validation, a message informs you that the DMX addresses are
already used. This is normal because they are allocated to the projector number 1. Especially, do not delete channels! Click thus on «no».

Open the electronic patch and look for the zone corresponding to the group which
has just been created.
Using the touch +, add, for every channel, the corresponding addresses of the real projectors. To seize only a single
DMX address, register nothing in the «end» zone.
Watch out, for every addition, the warning message warns
of the existence of these addresses for other projectors.
Continue to answer «no». So
every channel will command 3
different DMX addresses.
Note: if there are more than 3 projectors, all the DMX addresses can not be visible in the screen of the electronic
patch; they will scroll.
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Projectors can be commanded at the moment one by one by using the 3 zones which correspond to them or together by using of the virtual projector group.
Example 1
The 3 projectors have their DIMMER at
255 and the RED channel in 153.
Note: the priority being given to the the
highest value (http mode), the dimmers
of projectors will be ineffective as long as
the dimmer of the group is for the maximum value.

Example 2
The 3 real projectors
are
independently
controled (assuming that all
the faders of
the group are
at 0).

Example 3
The group fixes a color for the 3 projectors but its dimmer is 0. The dimmer of
every projector has a different value settled by their own priority channels (assuming that their color channels are at 0).
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